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1. Introduction 

The credit spread is the difference in the yields between different risk or ratings 

classes of securities with the s없ne rnaturity. The objective of this paper is to 

investigate the times series behaviour and efficiency of the rnarkets for credit spreads 

between AAA and AA rated Yen denominated Eurobonds and the equivalent Japanese 

Governrnent bond with rnaturities of 2, 3, 5, 7,10 뻐d 20 y않rs， from June 1993 to 21 

October 1998 (1 382 observations). Tests for rnarket eftìciency in stock and bond 

rnarkets have been extensive (see Lee, Sung and Urrutia 1996) and hinge 때on the 

origina1 insight of Farna (1965) that the returns in weak form eftìcient rnarkets are 

random wa1ks, or IID processes, with zero m않n， constant variance and 1acking in 

au비ltoco아rre려1at“ion. 

까lere are a number of theoretica1 papers explai띠ng the term structure of credit (e.g. 

Merton 1974, and Jarrow, Lando 때d Tumbull 1997), and others investigating the credit 

spread term structure of the U.S. c빼orate bond market (e.g. S따ig and Warga 1989, 

Fons 1994 and Helwege and Tumer 1999). Since the Yen Eurobond rnarket comp끼ses 

some US$407.1 billion worth of outstanding bonds in 1998, rnaking it the second 

largest rnarket after the U.S. dollar, it is important that this behaviour be understood. 

Eurobonds are 1arge1y unsecured, with most issues by high quality issuers with AAA 

and AA ratings. These aggregated ratings classes repr않ent portfolios of AAA and AA 

bon따 issued by a variety of issuers from different industria1 sectors aσoss a range of 

different rnaturities. Understanding the stochastic prφerties of these classes of bonds is 

essentia1 for portfolio managers who must benchmark their portfo1ios to rnarket 

portf，이ios ， to risk managers who need to understand bond price re1ationships when 

constructing dynamic hedges, and to traders in credit derivatives who spec비ate on the 

volatility of credit spreads. Credit derivatives are a new group of tìnancia1 product 

which either synthetically replicates the credit features of a 10an agreement, or emu1ates 

the behaviour of a put option on credit sensitive assεts (The Bank of Eng1and 1996). 

A recent survey of rnarket p따ticipants by Green, Locke and Pau1-Choudhury (1998) 

estimated global rnarket outstandings were over US$3OO billion with a pr이ected size 
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of US$l ，α)() billion by the y않r 2α)(). 까ùs res띠t suggests a π'ebling in the credìt 

derivatives market since the British Bankers Association (1996) made 않rlier estimates. 

The trading in one p따tic버arcl잃s of credìt derivative, the credit spread derivative, 
involves establishing the margin betw않n the return on one class, 야 ra피19， of bond 아 

commercial paper and another one, often being the (야잉it) risk-free return 여1 a 

government bond or tr않S따y note which seπes as the "benchmark'’ or reference 

security for pricing purposes. The margin between the two is the spread a comparison 

which depends on the time to maturity. πlUS the 않없lce of the credìt spread contract, 
in whatever guise it may corne, is the relative spread position or margin at maturity. 

Either party makes payment to the other depending on the spread being wider or 

narrower than the spread specified as the sπike πice in the contract at mat따ity. 

Therefore credìt spread devices do not rest upon 야>ecified credìt events as provided in 

the credit swap approach. Hence the spread is open to the influ앉ce of any happening 

inclu이ng cOl넌ecture which can b않r upon market outcomes. Thus the swap is directed 

to the preseπing of asset value, as is the case with the credìt-linked note, while the 

spread devíces are about the securing of the income stream. 

At first sight the opportunities offered by credìt spreads ap홈:ar to be comprehensive 

ranging from the complementing of swaps conσacts off benchmark rates to the hedging 

of all sorts of income exposures including e따띠ngs from swap contracts as well as any 

market transactions involving spreads between risky assets. However the scope for this 

trading is constrained by the availabìlity of data and related infonnation on credìt 

histories for the entities about which trades might best be sought. There are also 

practical aspects concerning the trading of spreads including the liquidity of the 

underlying bonds which are tra며ng in secondary markets, and pricing concerns since 

market convention is to price Eurobonds as a spread over a continuous benchmark 

curve constructed from the observed yields of government bonds and the inteφolated 

yields for the remaining maturities. 까ùs contribution provides a broader understanding 

of the time series processes driving the price 대없19es. 

Specifically, this investigation, focuses on identifying the underlying time series 

properties of credìt spreads. Also, the underlying term structure of the credit spreads 

is examined. Originally Merton (1974) and more recently Jarrow, Lando 뻐d Turnbull 

(1997) predict that high grade issuers face upward sloping credit yield curves (that is 
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the spread over the risk free asset rises with maturity) whereas spec띠ative fmns face 

the reverse situation; downward sloping, or hump shaped but downward sloping curves. 

The empirical evidence is mixed with Fons (1994) showing support for these theories 

using regression techniques based upon a 잃mple of U.S. c따x>rate bonds. However, 

Helwege and Turner (1999) using U.S. coφorate bonds issued by the 잃me fmn but 

with a different maturity, find em빼cal support for the reven풍 position: contrary to the 

theoretical predictions of the bond pricing models, the credit yield curve for the 

speculative grade firm is upward sloping. 

까le results from this study suggest that the term structure of credit for AAA and AA 

issuers of Yen Eurobonds is in fact time v:따ying. Other res버ts also provide evidence 

of the leptokurtic nature of the return series. πle series are also gen하'ally hig비y 

autocorrelated up to three lagged time peri여s which suggests the market is not 

weak-form efficient. The paper is structured as follows. Next (Section II) the Eurobond 

credit spread data is described. 까len， in Section III the time series pr야>erties of the yen 

credit spreads are presented. The final section allows for some concluding remarks 

11. Yen Eurobond Credit Spread Data 

For credit spread traders and sellers of σ잉it spread options, it is important to 

determine the distributional qualities of the data to ensure pricing decisions are made 

correctly. of p빠icular concem is the distribution of interday returns and its four 

moments since most market valuation models (e.g. simple option pricing models) 

잃sume the distributions are normal. Risk managers also need to determine the 

frequency that daily changes in return lie outside the 98% confidence interval, the 

interval used for value at risk purposes. 

To provide an insi방lt into these pricing issues, we consider the behaviour of yield 

spreads, representing credit rating premiums, between two different ratings classes of 

Yen denominated Eurobonds (AAA and AA ratings) and the equivalent maturity 

Japanese Govemment security. We investigate these relationships for six different 

maturities (2 year, 3 y않r， 5 Y'않r， 7 y않r， 10 Y않r and 20 year) from 9 January 1993 
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to 21 October 1998 (1 382 daily observations) were investigated. The data was collected 

as a daily yield for each credit rating across 3 or 4 industries, then averaged. 까1않e 

included Industrial, Telecommunications, Banking and Finance, Utilities, Cable and 

Broadcasting. These prices were originally sourced from the Reuters’ Fixed Income 

database which contains 3,210 yen denominated Eurobonds with a face value of 

US$232.90 billion in 1998. 

(i) Background 

Yen Eurobond yields generally fell over the sample period (20 year bond yields fell 

from near 5.8% in June 1993 to below 2.0% in October 1998). The different yields 

were also 비g삐y correlated. While bond yields generally fell for much of the s없nple 

peri여， following well documented and extensive central bank intervention, a series of 

Japanese fiscal initiatives and a pickup in growth in the US economy, the USD dollar 

appreciated for most of the later p뻐 of 1998 from the s없nple pe디od highs of 140 Yen 

to the dollar to 110 Yen to the dollar. 

The relationship between the fall in the yields on Yen bonds and the rise in the 

value of the USD against the Yen is hig삐ighted by the negative correlation of -0.717 

between the value of the spot USD-Yen and the yield on 20 year AAA (and also AA) 

rated bonds during the period. However, interday changes in the spot USD-Yen (S ,) 

expressed as first differences (S'+I - S,) were only slightly correlated to the changes in 

the levels of AAA and AA Yen bond rates. 까lough all correlations were positive and 

significantly greater than zero, the highest correlations were between the shorter 

maturity bonds (i.e. the positive correlation between changes in the log of the spot 

USD-Yen rate and the change in the level of the 20 y않r AAA bond was 0.075 

compared with 0.094 for the 2 year AAA bond. πlÍs suggests that generally spot Yen 

volatility may not contribute to volatility in credit spreads, though select periods of 

currency volatility (clusters of volatility) had higher correlations to changes in the bond 

yields (e.g. in 1995 the interday change in the Yen and the interday change in the 

levels and returns of 20 y않r AAA bonds had a higher correlation of 0.15) πlÎs is 

consistent with a time varying cαrelation structure. 
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(ii) Liquidity 

Inoue (1 999) first reported the maturity structure of the domestic bond issues by the 

Japanese Government which at 1998 year-end totalled US$I ,919 billion, making the 

Japanese Government bond market the second largest government bond market after the 

U. S. Government bond market. Inoue expres똥d concem at the concentration of 

Government issues (about 78%) in the 5 to 10 Y않r maturity band, making short and 

Table 1 Maturity Distribution of Japanese Govemment and Yen Eurobonds 

Maturity of Bonds (as % of total) 

[::::; Credit Class 1 <5 ye압s 15-10 years 1> 10 yea떼 Total 

Outstanding (US$ Billion) 

f--•{ Government 13 78 9 1,919 
AAA 23 55 22 46 .3(20%) 

「
」←

AA 15 75 101 16.9(50%) 
A 51 37 12 40.6(17%) 

BBB 50 49 15.9 (7%) 
BB 48 49 3 8.3 (4%) 
B 64 34 2 4.7 (2%) 

CCC 100 0.1 
D 100 0.1 

Total Eurobonds Outstanding 27.9(12%) 232.90 63.5 14 1.7 
(US$ Bíllion) (27%) (61%) 

Sources: The data for Japanese Governrnent bonds was obtained from Inoue (1999). Eurobond data was 
obtained from the Reurers Fixed Income Database‘ πle exchange rate was 1USD = 120 Yen 

longer maturity bonds relatively illiquid. While the Bank for International Settlements 

reports Eurobond outstandings in its quarterly series 01 lnternational Banking and 

Financial Market Developments, the maturity structure is not repαted. However, the 

Reuters Fixed Income Database records the prices and structure of the majority of yen 

Eurobonds which trade in secondary markets. Those bonds not included are generally 

bonds which were privately placed (and therefore not traded in secondarγ markets) 

Table 1 reports the maturity structure and outstandings of yen Eurobonds by crεdit 

rating and includes for comp때son purposes the results of Inoues (1999) analysis of the 

Japanese Government bond market. In the Table, bond rnaturity is broadly classified as 

short (Iess than 5 years), medium (5 to 10 years) and long ( more than 10 years). 
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Relative to the Ja뼈1않e Govemn뻐1t bond market, the yen Eurobond market is small 

with the Reuters Fixed Income Database recorl이ng US$232.90 billion of bonds in 1998. 

The majority of Eurobonds also 뼈ve a mediwn mat따ity of 5 to 10 Y잃rs (61 %), which 

is less than in Government bond markets, though there are significantly more short

term issues (27%). Most i잃uers are investment grade, with the AA rating accounting 

for nearly 50% of outstan이ng bonds. High-quality AAA and AA issuers show a 

preference for longer bond issues (more than 5 ye따s) ， while issuers with ratings better 

than B tend to issue short and mediurn term bo찌s equally. Though there are a few 

bonds issued with ratings below BB, these bonds usually have a short maturity. These 

results highlight the significance of this study since it investigates the pricing 

behaviour of the credit spreads of AAA and AA rated bonds which together account 

for 70% (US$163 billion) of Eurobonds available for trading in secon없ry markets. 

111. Time Series Properties of the Yen Credit Spreads 

Analysis of the bond yields also involved determining the d않σiptive statistics and 

correlation relationships between the different classes and maturities of bonds. 까1ese 

credit spreads repr않ent the premiwn for credit 디sk between each group and maturity. 

Table 2 Iπovides descriptive statistics of the credit sIπeads between the different classes 

and maturities of bonds, Tables 3 and 4 provide desc다ptive statistics, correlation, and 

autocorrelation relationships for the frrst differences (interday) changes in the credit 

spreads between the different credit classes and maturities of bonds. These changes in 

the credit spreads also represent the interday return to the spread trader. Later, Table 

7 provides the results from stationarity tests. 

Daily Yen Eurobond Credit Spreads (Levels) and Correlations 

Table 2 records the four moments of the daily credit spreads between AAA and AA 

rated Yen bonds and the equivalent maturity government security (i.e. 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 

and 20 year maturities. The mean 뻐d stan없rd deviation of the AAA bond spreads 
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Ta버e 2 Moments of the 0혀Iy Creclit Spreads Between Differ빼 Ra삐ngs 뻐d Matu끼ties 

아 Yen Denominatecl Eurobonds and the EquivaJent Maturity Japanese 
Govemment Secu꺼ty 9 June 1993 to 21 October 1998 

This table records the four moments of the daily credit spreads between AAA and AA rated Yen bonds and 
the equivalent maturity government security (i.e.2, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 20 year maturities. 

ljo b변￡l St Spread 
StandardOevia Mean(basis Excess Oarlin 1382 in points) tion (basis Skewness kurtosis NO「malglh 

pomts points) test 

AAA2 12.761 11.849 1.192 72.0811 27.247 
p = 0.000 

AAA3 18.088 17.513 0.5644 0.09670 9.016 
p = 0.000 

AAA5 14.145 13.281 0.9884 0.2029 65.758 
p = 0.000 

AAA7 9.525 8.498 1.3541 2.2974 
72.440 

p 二 0.000 

AAAIO 6.271 6.297 0.0233 1.4659 12.466 
p 二 0.000 

AAA20 6.371 7.526 0.8500 0.65477 
24.122 

p = 0.000 

AA2 17.999 16.684 1.4114 2.8437 
39.593 

p = 0.000 i 

AA3 23.509 22 .3 58 0.9969 1.1 6101 
9.107 

p = 0.000 

AA5 20.125 19.087 1.0892 0.2806 76.007 
p = 0.000 

AA7 15.212 13.892 1.5063 1.92082 
89.298 

p = 0.000 

AAIO 20.2480 19.504 1.1 745 1.4847 
43.252 

p = 0.000 ! 

AA20 18.335 19.639 0.0940 1.3845 p = 0.000 

generally fell with increasing maturity (a negative credit term structure), while the 

m않n spreads and standard deviation on the lower q때lity AA bonds were more 

variable with increasing maturity (suggesting a hurnped credit term sσucture). None of 

the series were significantly skewed with most results close to 1, though the AAA2, 

AAA 7, AA2 and AA 7 spread series display significant excess kurtosis (leptokurtosis). 

It 떠so app않rs that the more liquid categories of bonds (those bonds with 5 to 10 y않r 

maturities) have slightly different price behaviour than shoner or longer maturities. 
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Note the negative and hur때ed credit c따ves for the AAA and AA issuers 따e 

inconsistent with the upward sloping credit curves predicted by Merton (1974) and 

Jarrow, Lando 때d Turnbull (1997) for high grade issuers. 

Figure 1 Daily AAA Rat때 20 Year Yen De때ninated Eurobond Spread to 20 Year 
Japanese Government Secu빼 9 June 1993 to 21 October 1998 

끼1is figure shows the time vatying nature of the 때i1y credit spread between the 20 year AAA rated bond and 
the equivalent 20 year Japanese Government 똥cu꺼ty for the pe끼od from 9 June 1993 to 21 October 1998 
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πle final colurnn displays the result of a norrnality test (Anderson-Darling 

Chi-Squared based test) which suggests that at a > 0 α)() there is eviden야 that all the 

series do not follow a normal distribution due largely to the leptokurtic nature of the 

distributions. Leptokurtosis is commonly found in fmancial time series where there are 

야끼여ic jumps in as없 prices due to the effects of discontinuous tra이ng. These jumps 

in prices may αeate hedging problems for risk managers when 잃sets move outside the 

confidence intervals established for prudential controls. 

πle behaviour of the credit spreads during the sample period is illustrated in Figure 

1, which plots the yield spread or margin between the 20 AAA Eurobond and the 20 

Y않r Japanese Government bond. During the sample period the credit spread on the 20 

y않r AAA bond was gener때ly positive though there were two prolor핑ed peri여s when 

the 20 year AAA Eurobond yield was below the equivalent maturity Japanese 

Government bond: the period from September 1993 to September 1994, and the period 
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Fígure 2 Daily AAA Rated 5 to 20 Yen Denominated Eurobond Spread 9 June 1993 to 
21 October 1998 

This figure shows the time varying nature of the credit term structure between the spread on the 20 year 
AAA rated bond and the equivalent 5 year AAA rated Eurobond for the period from 9 June 1993 to 21 

October J 998. The spread is measured in basis points 
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of extensive central bank intervention around June 1995. We attribute this result to 

portfolio adjustments between Yen Eurobonds and domestic Yen Government bonds. 

We suggest investors were buying USD against the Yen in the spot rnarkets, then 

Japanese Government bonds and buying USD, or substituting Jap어lese 

bonds for non-Japanese, though still AAA rated, Yen denorninated 

Eurobonds. More recently the spread has narrowed with tlle 20 year AAA bond yield 

now slightly above the 20 y않r Japan않.e Government bond yield 

Figure 2 shows the time v따ying nature of the credit term structure between thc 

spread on the 20 year AAA rated bond and tlle equivalent 5 y않r AAA rated Eurobond 

for the period from 9 June 1993 to 21 October 1998. πle spread is meas따ed in basis 

points. π괴s spread was also highly correlated to tlle credit term sσucture on AA rated 

bonds (the correlation between the 5 to 20 year AA 뻐d AAA rated bonds was 0.906) 

Consistent with Merton (1974) and Jarrow, Lando 뻐d Turnbull (1997) for most of the 

sample period the term sπucture of cr，엉it for AAA issuers was positive (i.e. high grade 

issuers faced upward sloping credit yield curves). However in the 않rlier period of the 

sample, from June 1993 to December 1994, the term structure was negativε， while 

selling 

Government 
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towards the end of the 웰nple peri여 the tenn structure was near par, that is a AAA 

issuer could issue at the s따ne spread to Japan않e governrnent securities for either 20 

year bonds or 5 y않r bðnds. 까us figure suggests that the credit tenn sπucture identified 

by other researchers including Helwege and Turner (1999) for US bonds may in fact 

be time v따ying. π디s result may be interpreted as investors either having time v따ying 

expectations about what defmes a risky security, that is investors perceptions of the 

riskiness of a ratings class relative to a riskl않s security is non-constant when expres똥d 

as a margin in basis points. 

까le correlations of the credit spreads between the various rating classes and 

maturities tended to be positive and suggests significant co-movement between credit 

spreads for most maturities. 까le correlations were mostly positive and high않t for t야 

credit spreads of the same risk class but with different maturities (e.g. AAA2 y않r and 

AAA3 year with a ccπrelation of 0.860). 까le negative correlations for the 20 y않r 

AAA and AA spreads suggests credit spreads on longer maturities rose (or fell) relative 

to falls (or rises) in shorter maturities over the sample period and may have been due 

to a pivoting in the yield curve. The levels of credit spreads were 머so 비g삐y positively 

autocorrelated and were significant to the 60-70 lag period. πle very slow decay of the 

autocorrelation structure is indicative of an autoregressive proc않s. 

(b) Interday Yen Eurobond 뀐rst DifTerences (Returns) 

Descriptive statistics (four moments) of the first differences (없ily returns) in the 

credit spreads between Yen denominated Eurobonds with AAA and AA ratings aI띠 

maturities of 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 뻐d 20 ye따s and the equivalent Japanese Government 

security are presented in Table 3. ηle mean for 허1 series was close to zero, and the 

median for all series (not recorded in the table) was zeros. 까le stan없rd deviation (s) 

of the AAA and AA bond spread ret따ns generally rose with increasing maturity (e.g. 

AAA 20 year returns had s =5.994, while the AAA 2 y않r had s = 5.3884), while the 

AAA spread returns were generally less volatile than the AA (e.g. AAA 2 year s = 

5.388 < AA2 year s = 5.676). None of the return series were significantly skewed 

with most results close to 0, though all the series (in p없icul하 the shorter and longer 

maturities) display significant excess kurtosis (leptokurtosis). 까US observation is 

consistent with the earlier fmding that the shorter and longer bond maturities have 
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simil따 time series properties, and th엉e Iπoperties differ to those bonds with medium 

term matuntles 

The Table also displays the results from a two-tailed Z-statistic which tests the null 

hypothesis that the series m않n is eq뼈1 to zero- one of the requirements for random 

walk processes. Each of the s앙ies fails this simple test. In addition the non-paranletric 

runs test for randomness was conducted on the retums. In each of the series thε 

observed number of runs > expected number of runs, characteristíc of a series which 

displays negatíve autocorrelation 까디s was ín fact confirmed when formal tests for 

autocorrelation where conducted. However the runs test results r멍ect the presence of 

randomness ín each of the series at the 99.9% level. 

The final column displays the result of a normality test (Anderson-Darling 

Chi-Squared based test) which suggests that at a > O.αX) there is evidence that all the 

return series do not follow a norrnal distribution, though all series are not equally 

non-norrnal with the shorter (2 and 3 year) and longer maturity (20 y않r) bonds havíng 

higher test scores than the more liquid 5, 7 and 10 year maturities. It ís also ínteresting 

that the illiquíd shorter and longer maturities also have more observations outside the 

98% and 99% confidence ínterval than bonds with 5 to 10 Y않r maturities. It would 

appear that the degree of liquídity ín the underlying 똥condary market may be affecting 

the return behaviour. 

The arithmetic return (measured in basis poínts) over the 잃mple period provides 

evidence on the potential economic retums over the sample period. If retums follow a 

zero sum game then the long term ret따ns should be zero. With the exception of the 

AAA20 spread return (11 basis poínts) al1 the series generated slightly negative but not 

significant economic retums. Col1ectively these results suggest the credit spread ret따n 

series are not random and therefore that the market is not weak form efficient. 

Figure 3 clearly shows the time varying nature of the daíly credit spread return (first 

differences) between the cr때it spread on the 20 y않r AAA rated bond and the 

equivalent 20 year Japanese Government 똥curity for the period from 9 June 1993 to 

21 October 1998. 까le spread return is measured ín basis poínts. Duríng the 앓mple 

period there were three distinct periods of return volatilíty. The first two clusters 

centred around August 1994 and June 1995. 까ús second peri여 was a pe디od of 

extensive central bank intervention. This second cluster was later fo l1owed by a pcriod 
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Figu맨 3 대ily Retum (티rst α뼈ence) 이 the 뼈A Rat때 20 Year Yen Denominated 
Eurobond Spread to 20 y，명r Japanese Govemrnent 않cu끼ty 9 June 1993 to 
21 October 1998 

This figure shows the time varying nature of the daily credit spread retum (first differences) between the 
credit spread on the 20 year AAA rated lxmd 뻐d the equivalent 20 year Japanese Govemment security for 
Ihe peri여 from 9 June 1993 10 21 October 1998. The spread retum is measured in 뼈sis points 
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of low and stable interday retums (commencing in January 1997). 까le period from 

January 1998 was also a period with high levels of currency volatility though this was 

not correlated with high levels of spread retum volatility. Volatility transmission 

expressed in terms of the retums on 잃set markets is an 앙ea that requires further 

analysis. 

An objective of this paper is also to understand the ret따n generating process of the 

return series. We first deterrnine the autocoπdation and partial autocorrelation sπuctures 

of the various series, and test for stationarity. The frrst differences (retums) series were 

tested for autocorrelation 뻐d p따tial autocorrelations up to 940 lags with the 

autocoπelations for lags 1, 2, 3, 5, and 22 reported in Table 4. Then the various credit 

spread series were tested f，α stationarity, and these results are reported in Table 5. 

(c) Tests for Autocorrelation and Stationarity 
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Table 3 Statistical Tests 이 the Retums (Arst 때fferences) in Daily Credit Spreads 
Between Different Ratings and Maturities 이 Y웬1 α:lI'lominated Eurobond and 
the Equiv머ent Maturity Japanese Govemrnent Secu끼ty 9 June 1993 to 21 
October 1998 

π1is table provides descriptive statistics (four moments) of the first differences (daily retums) in the credit 
spread~ between Yen denominated Eurobonds with AAA and AA ratings and maturities of 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 
and 20 ycars and the equivalent Japanese Government security. Also provided is the two tailed z-statistic 
wherζ H" μ ~ 0, versus H1: !ι 추 O‘ the number of observations outside the 99% and 98% confidence 
intervals, the Sllm of the retllm series and the Anderson-Darling normality test 

i Credit Mean 

Spread I (basis 
: Return ! points) 
; N=1382 1 

1 1 Observations 1 Surn of 1 따빼'SOIl i 
R1UlS Test 1 빼dardl 1_ IOU뼈e I return over I Darling I 

z -statJsllc I 9않뼈 I Devíatio II;!l--p\lIIlP<:< I 앙않ss I conf띠ence I sarnple I N뼈ity I 
ψ-value) I 댐앓이'In~색 1 ;)Jíe\WeSS1 kurt없 | inteπal | ￠뼈 I-t~--JI 

pomts) 1 1 198%(+) 199%(써 

5.388 11.503 I 4 (3) I 2 (1) jA때2 「o m8l a없 I (짧)* 
펠 Lr펠i8훤뚫)* 
A때5 ! o o32 jtE 싫ν(67% * 
싫rii27패짧짧 
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jA잉j oO49 j O32 | 743 J 5676 | 4m1 | ll%4 | 2 (2) | l (l) 
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Table 4 Correlations 01 the st하istical T ests 01 the Retums (First Differences) in 0려Iy 

Credit Spreads Betwe원1 Different Ratings 히삐 Maturities 01 Y원1 Denominated 
Eurobond and the EQuivalent Maturity Japanese Govemrnent Security 9 June 
1993 to 21 October 1998 

꺼üs table records the Pearson product morrεnt correlation coefficient between 않.ch pair of variables in the 
table. The variables are the daily credit spreads returns on AAA and AA Yen denominated Eurobonds 
calculated as first differences with 2, 5, 7, and 10 year rnaturities. The table also notes the p-values for the 
individual hypothesis t않ts of the correlations being zero below the actual correlations. 

N = AA2 AA3 AA5 AA7 AA lO AA20 AAA2 AAA3 AAA5 AAA7 AAA lO 1382 

AA3 .712 
p-value O.αm 

AA5 .556 .667 
p-v떠ue O.αm O.αm 

AA7 .514 .575 .733 
p-v허ue oαm oαm oα)() 

AA lO .445 .527 .555 .605 
p-value O.αm O.αm O.αm O.αm 

AA20 .317 .378 0.466 .569 .569 
p-value oαm oαm O.아)() O.αm O.αm 

AAA2 .835 .601 .552 .543 .415 .339 
p-value oαm oαm oαm O.α)() O.αm O.αm 

AAA3 0.619 .866 .632 .602 507 .387 .664 
p-v외ue O.아m oαm oαm oαm O.αm oαm O.αm 

AAA5 0.095 .159 .260 219 .075 .084 114 .208 
p-v:외ue O.αm oαm O.αm oαm 0.005 0.002 O.αm oαm 

AAA7 0.459 .581 .706 .887 .563 .559 .524 .638 .235 
p-value oαm O.αm O.αm O.α)() O.αm O.αm O.αm oαm O.αm 

AAA lO 466 .488 .563 .632 .811 0.466 .492 .528 0.120 .615 
p-value O.αm oαm O.αm oα)() O.아m O.αm O.α)() O.아)() O.αm O.αm 

AAA20 .284 .332 .442 .540 .463 .827 .348 .377 .077 .554 .498 
p-value O.αm O.αm oα)() O.αm 0.아)() O.αm aαm O.αm O.아m oαm O.아P 

πle autocorrelations for the various series showed the presence of significant 

negative autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation (not presented) in its short-term lag 

structure with significant t-statistics and 니ung Box Q statistics (LBQ) for all spread 

se꺼es at lags 1, 2 and occasionally 3 (e.g. AAA 2 spreads were negativ러y 

autocorrelated at lag 1 (-0.27) and at lag 2 (-0.09). This res비t is consistent with the 

earlier results for the runs tests and collectively suggest the return series are neither 

random process nor the markets weak-form efficient. The p-value of the LBQ statistic 
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for a11 똥ries and for all lags, f:없1 to r멍ect the null hypothesis that the autocorrelations 

for the first 66 lags equal zero. 

Test results for the presence of unit roots in the daily yields, levels of the daily 

credit spreads and the frrst differences of the levels respectively are presented in Table 

6 까lese tests are conducted using the Dickey-Fuller (DF) and Augmented 

Dickey-Fuller (ADF) procedllIes, where the values in parenthesis in the table represent 

the nurnber of lags employed. Acceptance of the nu11 hypothesis that the daily yields 

contain a unit root will indicate non-stationarity in the yield series. Rejection of the 

unit root null for the levels of the daily credit spreads and the 파st differences of the 

levels will indicate that the series under observation is either strictly stationary, or 

statlOnaη around a deterministic πend. One irnplication of the π않ence of a unit root 

is that part of the effect of an unanticipated change in the levels of a time-series rnay 

be perrnanent (Van De Gucht et al. 1996). 

Tests results at the 0.01 level in Table 5 using the unresσicted DF and ADF models 

(i.e. including a φift term and tirne trend) accept the unit root nu11 for all of the daily 

yields series. Stationarity tests on the levels and frrst differences of the daily credit 

spreads r멍ected the unit root null for all the series at the 0.001. The results show t뼈 

whilc the daily yields for all series were non-stationary, the levels and first differences 

of credit spreads for a11 series were stationary. 

w. Conclusion 

πle objective of this paper was to investigate the 'tirne-series behaviour and 

efficiency of the credit spreads between AAA and AA rated yen denorninated 

Eurobonds and the equivalent rnaturity Japan않e Government security. The results of 

this investigation are important for portfolio and risk managers, and particularly for 

traders of credit spread derivatives. A key deterrninate in the pricing of these 

instrurnents is the yield spread between a specified risk class of 잃set and the same 

rnaturity riskless government 똥curity. Understanding the distributional qualities of these 

spreads, the underlying proces똥s and the efficiencies of spread markets is essential. 

This contributÌon focused on the distributional nature of Yen denominated crcdit 
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T때le 5 AutocolTelations 01 the Retums (티rst Differences) in 0외Iy Credit Spreads 

Between Different Ratings and Maturities 01 Yen Deno때nated Eurobond and 

the EQuivalent Maturity Japanese Govemm빼t Security 9 June 1993 to 21 
October 1998 

The table presents the autocorrelations of the interday retums for each of the σedit spreads for maturities 
of 2, 5, 7, and 10 years. πle various time series were tested for autocorrelation up to 940 lags with the lags 
for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12 and 22 reported in the table. The table also records the t-statistic a똥ociated with each 
autocorrelation and the Ljung-Box Q statistic (대Q). πle 갑value of the LBQ statistic for all series and all 
lags fail to r'밍ect the null hypothesis that autocorrelations of the first 66 lags 여ual zero. 끼le t-statistics 
suggest the seri않 are all autocorrelated at least to lag 2 

AAA2 AAA3 AAA5 AAA7 AAAIO 때찌O AA2 AA3 AA5 AA7 AA lO AA20 

Lag 1 -0.27 -0.30 -0.31 -0.31 -0.32 -0.21 -0.22 -0.29 -0.31 -0.32 -0.28 -0.21 

T statistic -10.03 -1 1.32 -1 1.56 -1 1.37 -1 1.94 -7.99 -8.24 -10.80 -1 1.39 -1 1.88 -10.37 -7.91 
LBQ 100.90 128.46 133.89 129.50 142.97 63.99 68.01 116.94 130.13 141.47 107.76 62.74 

Lag 2 -0.09 -0.05 -0.08 -0.11 -0.08 -0.09 -0.12 -0.01 -0.06 -0.08 -0.06 -0.1 1 

T statistic -3. 10 -1.62 -2.59 -3.78 -2.67 -3 .20 -4.17 -0.47 -2.17 -2.76 -1.93 -3.76 
LBQ 11 1.92 13 1.58 141.91 146.49 15 1.63 75.22 87.17 117.20 135.72 150.69 112.06 78.21 

Lag 3 -0.06 0.01 -0.06 -0.03 -0.06 0.05 -0.05 -0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.03 0.04 

T statistic -2.02 0.21 -1.88 -0.97 -1.87 1.81 -1.78 -0.33 -1.72 -0.47 -1.19 1.24 
LBQ 116.69 13 1.63 146.18 147.90 155.91 78.84 90.73 117.33 139.26 150.96 113.72 79.94 

Lag 5 0.01 0.02 -0.03 -0.06 -0.09 -0.( 0.02 0.00 -0.05 -0.09 -0.05 0.04 

T statistic 0.38 0.51 -1.04 -1.93 -2.90 -3.16 0.53 -0‘ 15 -1.62 -2.92 -1.75 1.24 
LBQ 116.91 153.65 147.49 152.44 171.81 90.42 91.05 130.01 142.43 161 .44 117.78 79.94 

Lag 22 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 -0.이 -0.05 -0.02 -0.03 -0 여 -0.06 -0.03 -0.04 -0.01 

T statistic -0.23 0.53 -0.55 -0.21 -1.67 -0.84 -1.02 -1.32 -1.87 -0.84 -1.36 -0.46 
LBQ 177.04 176.59 164.89 172.13 223.41 128.56 142.78 166.11 166.00 196.78 151.2 124.45 

Lag 66 -0.05 -0.06 -0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.04 -0.07 니0.( -0.02 -0.08 -0.03 -0.04 

T statistic -1.49 -1.78 -0.85 -0.08 -0.39 -1.14 -2.06 -2.56 -0.68 -2.58 -0.92 -1.43 
LBQ 340.41 241.51 244.90 239.83 315.64 229.71 277.71 242.60 2때.68 292.41 213.94 21 1.66 
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Table 6 St때ona끼ty T ests of the D려Iy Yields, Levels, and First 다付'erences in the. Credit 
Spreads Between Different Ratings and Maturities of Yen Denominated 
Eurobond 뻐d the Equivalent Matu끼ty Japanese Govemment 않cu끼ty 9 June 
1993 to 21 October 1998 

The table pr엉ents the tests for mean stationarity in the daily yields, credit spread levels (S) and first 
differences of the levels (SD) respectively for AA and AAA rated Yen denominated Eurobonds. The table 
shows the results from the unrestricted Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) ~않t at lags of 7 and 23, and the 
unrestricted Dickey-Fuller (DF) test at lag : O. Critical valu않 for the ADF and DF t않ts at the 1% and 5% 

levels are -3.96 and -3 .41 respectively 

I JPYAA JPYAAA 

DF (0) ADF (7) ADF (23) DF (0) ADF (꺼 ADF (23) 

~ -1.856 깅 186 AAA2 -1.775 -1.918 -2.162 

뻐2S ! -10.859 -5.964 -5.034 AAA2S -1 1.873 -5.799 4.343 

AA2SD 46.450 -16.596 -10.236 AAA2SD 48.942 -16.593 -10.821 

AA3 -1.986 -1.965 -2.327 AAA3 -1.’739 -2.013 -2.299 

fAÃ3s -1 1.054 -5 .528 4 .350 AAA3S -1 1.891 -5.157 -3. 116 

AA3SD -50.073 -17.748 -10.967 AAA3SD -50.860 -17 .383 -1 1.311 

!AA5 -2.062 -2.136 -2.461 AAA5 -1.984 -2.122 -2.467 

IAA5S -9.276 -3.570 -2.173 AAA5S -8.864 -3.241 -2.249 

매SD I -50.918 -18.742 -1 1.210 AAA5SD -51.174 -19.156 -10.437 

AA7 I -2.244 -2.125 -2.453 AAA7 -2.249 -2.195 -2.496 

때굶75SsD -9.359 -3.590 -2.777 AAA7S -9.741 -3.668 -2.774 

-5 1.662 -17.476 -9.078 AAA7SD -50.931 -18.447 -9.599 

AA10 -2.575 -2.001 -2.632 AAAlO -2.124 -1.764 -2.374 

AA lOS -10.695 -5.032 4.706 AAA lOS -12.705 -5 .155 -3.175 

AA lOSD 49.375 -17.269 -9.243 AAA lOSD -51.731 -17.195 -9.835 

AA20 -2.271 -2.513 -3.388 AAA20 -1.922 -2.337 -2.939 

AA20S -6.165 -3.335 -3.836 AAA20S -6.278 -3.816 -3.431 

AA20SD 46.583 -15여9 -7.354 AAA20SD 46.279 -14.옛)9 -8 .470 

spreads and hig비ighted issues of concern for the pricing of these instnnnents. 

We found evidence of a time v따ying credit tenn sπuct따e and co-movement in 

credit spreads by maturity. These areas in p따ticular require further analysis given the 

uncertain empirical outcomes identified in the U.S. corporate bond markets by Helwege 
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and Turner (1999) and Fons (1990). Yen Eurobonds also display time v았ying， 

leptokurtic, and autocorrelated return behaviour, which is not consistent with the 

processes being random walks, or with the markets which trade the spreads being 

weak-form efficient. However these r않띠ts were inconsistent across the different 

maturities and credit-classes of yen Eurobonds which may be a liquidity induced 

factor-generally the more liquid bonds displayed less volatility and the returns were 

more norrnal than illiquid bonds. 

These results have important pricing implications for any option embedded in a 

credit derivative, and in p따ticular options on σedit spreads. l'v없ny statistical issues 

warrant further investigation, in addition to regulatory concerns, and there are also 

matters of pricing and portfolio risk management, which require resolution. 
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